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Since in crystalline benzene the unit cell consists of four differ- for the sequence (p /2ÉY –t1– p /2ÉY –tm– p /2ÉY – D– p /
ently oriented molecules, the vacancy diffusion is expected to go 2ÉX– D– t2) . In the so-called preparation period, before the
along with a corresponding molecular reorientation. Therefore, application of the pulse sequence, the sample builds up an
2H NMR is able to yield detailed information about the time equilibrium magnetization. The first two pulses are separated
scale and local geometry of this jump diffusion process. We have by the evolution period t1 , during which the spins possess
carried out 2H NMR stimulated echo and 2D experiments. These

the frequency v1 relative to the Larmor frequency. Duringdata, their fit to calculated spectra, and a comparison between
the mixing period tm ( tm @ t1) the spins change their fre-the (1D) stimulated echo treatment and the 2D analysis are
quency from v1 to v2 due to the molecular dynamics underpresented. q 1998 Academic Press

investigation. The NMR signal is recorded within the detec-
tion period t2 . The fourth pulse is applied as a refocusing
pulse in order to circumvent receiver dead time. We usedINTRODUCTION
four scan phase cycles to remove unwanted contributions to
the signal (9) . The frequencies v1 and v2 are determinedMultidimensional exchange NMR (1) has become an es-
by the quadrupolar interaction of spin-1 nuclei as given bytablished tool for the investigation of molecular dynamics

in polymer materials (2) . Here we report on the application
of the 2D exchange experiment to study the vacancy diffu-

v1,2 Å {
vQ

2
(3 cos2a1,2 0 1). [3]sion in a molecular crystal, namely polycrystalline benzene.

Additionally we carried out the NMR stimulated echo as a
one-dimensional time domain experiment. Since there are a1 and a2 are the angles between the principal axis of the
far-reaching analogies between the NMR experiment and nuclear interaction tensor and the external magnetic field
quasielastic neutron scattering (3, 4) , these data are pro- before and after the mixing time, respectively. In the systems
cessed and interpreted in terms of structure factors. As will studied here deuterons are bonded to carbon atoms. Here
be seen, the latter version of the experiment is more suitable the principal axis of the interaction tensor is parallel to the
for directly obtaining information on the time scale of the molecular bond direction. vQ is 3

4 the quadrupole coupling
dynamic process investigated. constant of the deuteron.

In the presence of reorientational dynamics of molecular
METHODS bonds during the mixing time Eqs. [1] and [2] represent

appropriate correlation functions for the investigation of the
The basic principles of deuteron exchange NMR are dis- time scale and local geometry of this dynamic process.

cussed in detail in the literature (2, 5–8) . Here we just A double Fourier transform of the data sets FA( t1 , t2 , tm)
mention that with two variations of a stimulated echo four- and FZ( t1 , t2 , tm), keeping tm constant at a fixed value, leads
pulse sequence one obtains deuteron NMR signals which to a two-dimensional spectrum S(v1 , v2 , tm). The details
are given by of processing the data to obtain pure absorptive spectra are

described in the literature (2) . S(v1 , v2 , tm) is the joint
FA( t1 , t2 , tm) Å »sin(v1t1)sin(v2t2) … [1] probability density of finding a spin with frequency v1 and,

by a time interval tm later, with frequency v2 . Reorientation
for the sequence (p /2ÉY –t1– p /4ÉX–tm– p /4ÉX– D– p /2ÉX– of a molecular bond causes a cross peak in the spectrum,
D– t2) and the position of which in the (v1 , v2) plane contains informa-

tion about the reorientation angle bR, i.e., the local geometry
of the dynamic process. In powder samples these cross peaksFZ( t1 , t2 , tm) Å »cos(v1t1)cos(v2t2) … [2]
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FIG. 1. Solid echo spectra of benzene at 270 K: (a) slowly cooled in the cryostat, (b) rapidly quenched in liquid nitrogen, and (c) benzene in SiO2

powder, slowly cooled.

occur as singularities forming elliptic features in the spectra. In the alternative one-dimensional variation of the experi-
ment only the amplitude of the stimulated echo is measured.These ellipses can always be found if there is some kind of

discrete reorientational jump motion in the sample. In gen- Thus only one data point at t1 Å t2 Å t instead of the whole
transient signal is recorded. Thus the measured signal iseral one observes a distribution of reorientation angles. The

resulting 2D spectra are composed of the subspectra given by
SbR

(v1 , v2) which describe reorientational jumps with single
reorientation angles bR. This decomposition can be ex- FA(t, tm) Å »sin(v1t)sin(v2t) … and
pressed as

FZ(t, tm) Å »cos(v1t)cos(v2t) … . [6]

S(v1 , v2 , tm) Å *
1807

07

SbR
(v1 , v2)R(bR, tm)dbR. [4] The stimulated echo carried out in this way can be regarded

as a generalized incoherent scattering experiment (3, 4, 14) .
If in the stimulated echo experiment the pulse spacing tR(bR, tm), the so-called reorientation angle distribution

is kept fixed while the mixing time tm is varied, one typically(RAD), depends on the mixing time tm and consequently
observes an echo decay in two steps. The first decay revealscontains all the information on the time scale and geometry
the loss of correlation due to the molecular dynamics. Hereof the dynamic processes under investigation. The subspec-
the correlation time tc can be directly examined. The echotra SbR

(v1 , v2) are independent of time and can be regarded
amplitude decreases until it reaches a plateau value. The

as an experimental filter. An expression can be given for the
additional decay at larger times is caused by spin–lattice

subspectra:
relaxation. Neglecting this longitudinal relaxation, one can
define the quantity

SbR
(v1 , v2) Å S0√

6(v1 /vQ / 1/2)
√
6(v2 /vQ / 1/2)

FZ /S(t) Å FZ /S(t, tm r `)
FZ /S(t, tm r 0)

. [7]
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√
2
3(v1 /vQ / 1/2) ]2)1/2

. [5]

In analogy to incoherent neutron scattering FZ /S(t) may be
called the elastic incoherent structure factor (EISF) (3, 4) .
This is the ratio of the plateau value and the initial value of
the intermediate scattering function. The t dependence of the
EISF contains detailed information about the local geometryOne must sum over all sign combinations, and the spectrum

is zero if any term under a square root becomes negative. accessible to a particle undergoing the molecular dynamics
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FIG. 2. Experimental 2D spectra of benzene at 270 K, mixing time, 10 ms: (a) quenched benzene sample and (b) SiO2/benzene sample.

investigated. For N-site jumps the EISF is approximately structure has accurately been studied by X-ray (10, 11) and
neutron diffraction (12) . Since there are four different mo-1/N (with a more detailed t dependence, see below).

The geometry of the elliptic features in the 2D spectra lecular orientations in a unit cell, there are three angles be-
tween the axes perpendicular to the molecular planes:reflects the value of bR. This information can also be ex-

tracted from the details of the t dependence in the EISF.
While for an N-site jump process the EISF oscillates around /(I, II)Å 907, /(I, III)Å 277, /(I, IV)Å 847. [8]
1/N , this cannot immediately be seen in the 2D spectra.
Here a detailed analysis of the cross-peak intensities would

On their lattice sites the benzene molecules perform reori-be necessary. Another advantage of the 1D treatment is
entations about their sixfold symmetry axes (13) . At 270worth mentioning: small angle reorientations are less re-
K, not far below the melting temperature, the correlationsolved in 2D spectra due to the prominent diagonal Pake
time of this motion is of the order of several picosecondspattern, while the EISF sensitively distinguishes reorienta-
(14) . In this temperature range one observes motionallytion angles smaller than 107.
narrowed deuteron lineshapes (15) . The effective principal
axis of the nuclear interaction tensor is now perpendicular

THE SAMPLE to the molecular plane.
A much slower reorientational motion in crystalline ben-Solid benzene has an orthorhombic crystal structure with

a melting point of 278 K. The molecules are located on zene was detected with proton NMR (16) . It could be identi-
fied as molecular jumps that go along with vacancy diffusiona stretched fcc lattice. The crystal lattice consists of four

sublattices, and the molecular planes of the benzene mole- (17) . A detailed 13C NMR investigation (18) in benzene
single crystals showed that with the defect diffusion thecules in each sublattice are differently oriented. The crystal
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molecules perform reorientations between the four different
sublattices. Additionally three distinct jump rates were found
in these measurements. The conclusion was that jumps be-
tween certain lattice planes in the benzene crystal were pre-
ferred over jumps within these planes. The ratio of the largest
and the smallest jump rates found was between 5 and 10.

The reorientation of benzene in its crystalline state has
earlier been used as a model case for the analogy between
deuteron NMR stimulated echo and incoherent neutron scat-
tering experiments. The reorientation about the sixfold sym-
metry axis was investigated with both methods (14) , yield-
ing consistent results. The defect diffusion in benzene is
never fast enough to fall into the dynamic range of neutron
scattering, but deuteron NMR stimulated echo measurements
in the temperature range not far below the melting tempera-
ture have been carried out successfully (4) . The results—
jump rates and activation energies—agree with the afore-
mentioned NMR measurements.

EXPERIMENTAL

The measurements have been performed on a homebuilt
NMR spectrometer at a deuteron frequency of 55.3 MHz in

FIG. 4. Contour plots of (a) experimental (quenched sample) and (b)
theoretical 2D spectra.

an 8.5-T magnetic field (Oxford Instruments, 89-mm RT
bore, field inhomogeneity approximately 1 ppm). The sig-
nals were recorded in quadrature detection using an eight-bit
transient signal recorder. Due to the large width of deuteron

FIG. 3. Theoretical 2D spectrum of benzene, final state ( tm @ tc ) . spectra (ú100 kHz) very short RF pulses are necessary to
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off-diagonal intensity in the spectra clearly reveals some
reorientational motion on the millisecond time scale. To ver-
ify the mechanism of defect diffusion discussed, a theoretical
spectrum is calculated using the three reorientation angles
in Eq. [8]; see Fig. 3. Contour plots of the experimental
and theoretical spectra are given in Fig. 4. The flat elliptical
feature that can be found in the spectra corresponds to the
reorientation angle of 277. The other ridges parallel to the
frequency axes and orthogonal to the diagonal are caused
by the reorientation angles 847 and 907. Obviously the exper-
imental data agree with the expected motional model of
defect diffusion in benzene. Note that even the very closely
adjacent 847 and 907 features can be distinguished in the
SiO2/benzene sample (see Fig. 2b).

The 1D stimulated echo experiments are performed as
discussed above. The measured data shown in Fig. 5 are

FIG. 5. Stimulated echo decay curves at several evolution times in examples for the typical correlation decay observed at differ-
benzene (quenched sample) at 270 K. ent values of the evolution time t. These curves can be well

fitted with an initial exponential decay to a plateau value

achieve sufficient excitation. Using a 1-kW RF amplifier
(ENI) we were able to operate with a p /2 pulse length of
2.5 ms. The temperature variation of the sample was less
than 0.1 K during the measurements (LN2 Oxford cryostat) .

Commercially available benzene-d6 with an isotopic pu-
rity of at least 99.9% served as a sample and was sealed in
a Duran glass tube of 4-mm inner diameter and 2-cm length.

RESULTS

At first a solid echo spectrum of the sample is taken (Fig.
1a) at 270 K. Obviously the spectrum obtained does not
reveal the expected Pake-like form but a couple of separated
(dipolar-broadened) lines. When slowly cooled down from
room temperature below the melting point, benzene tends
to form single crystals. It is known that benzene tends to
orient in magnetic fields (19) while in our experiments the
deviations of the solid echo spectrum from the powder aver-
age are much more pronounced than in the wide line spectra
reported in the reference. For our measurements we need a
polycrystalline powder while the benzene sample apparently
forms a small number of large crystallites instead. A suffi-
ciently good powder average can be obtained by rapidly
quenching the sample down from room temperature to 77
K (LN2) and warming up to 270 K afterward (Fig. 1b). We
come to an even better result with benzene in SiO2 powder
with a grain diameter of 5–20 mm (Fig. 1c) . The 2D mea-
surements are carried out with samples prepared in the latter
two ways. The 1D experiment was performed using the inter-
mediate, rapidly quenched sample.

Figure 2a shows a 2D spectrum of bulk benzene that is
obtained at 270 K with a mixing time tm Å 10 ms. Figure FIG. 6. Experimental and theoretical EISF of crystalline benzene

(quenched sample) . (a) Cosine part, and (b) sine part.2b shows the same for the SiO2/benzene dispersion. The
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and a further decay with the spin–lattice relaxation time T1 »r 2
… is the mean square of the distance between nearest

neighbors in the crystal and t equals tc . This yields D áor T1Q:
1.8 1 10017 m2/s.

It is mentioned above that the correlation decays in theFZ /S(t, tm) Å (A(t)e0 tm/tc / B(t))e0 tm/T1(Q) . [9]
1D experiments are fitted with a single exponential while
three different jump rates are reported in the literature (18) .From these fits one obtains the correlation time tc , which
Actually the single exponential fits work well (see Fig. 5) .is (2.9 { 0.1) ms at 270 K. The EISF discussed can be
In the powder experiments discussed here one is not able tocalculated as
distinguish two or more distinct time constants which are of
the same order of magnitude. However, in the case of

FZ /S(t) Å B(t)
A(t) / B(t)

. [10] broader correlation time distributions, like in polymers or
glasses, nonexponential decays can nicely be seen even in
the powder experiments (21) .
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